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ABSTRACT: Conventional TCP protocols treat all packet misfortune as an indication of congestion. Their 

powerlessness to perceive non-congestion related packet misfortune affects the communication efficiency in the remote 

networks. As of late proposed protocols, for example, Freeze-TCP, TCP-Probing, TCP Westwood, TCP Veno, TCP-

Jersey, and JTCP, all improve over the conventional TCP protocols. This paper reports a quantitative examination of 

ongoing protocols against the right now frequently utilized to be specific, TCP SACK, TCP New Reno, and TCP 

Vegas. Reproduction tests were intended for different network formats and with varying outside impedances trying to 

recreate real situations most precisely. To complete these examinations, the presentation of every convention was 

estimated dependent on three benchmark measurements: throughput, normal congestion window, and time to finish a 

file transfer. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Even though the Internet was initially intended to help its activity over different vehicle media, Alarge portion of its 

segments was advanced for wired networks [1]. The TCP protocol, which encourages most of the Internet 

administrations (Web, FTP, Telnet) is one of those systems that are, by its plan, innately wasteful in the wireless 

networks. This is the inspiration driving the persistent examination in this field. Various ideal models have been 

utilized to create answers for the issue of TCP in wireless networks; however, just not many of them are conceivable to 

actualize. A well-informed subjective investigation of such arrangements is introduced in this paper centres around 

assessing furthermore, looking at implementable agreements, for example, TCP Westwood/Westwood+, TCP Veno, 

TCP-Jersey, and JTCP pointed toward improving the productivity of the TCP protocol in wireless and heterogeneous 

networks[2].These protocols are tried against the right now frequently utilized protocols TCP SACK, TCP NewReno, 

and TCP Vegas in different organization designs, under various conditions, and with varying outside impedances trying 

to most precisely reproduce real situations. A definitive objective is to confine the most effective answer for the non-

congestion packet loss issue of the TCP protocol in wireless networks. 

II. ORIGINAL DESIGN OF TCP PROTOCOLS 

TCP recognizes a transport layer protocol that gives a solid and all together delivery of information between two hosts. 

TCP is a protective protocol profoundly delicate to arrange congestion. To guarantee a dependable correspondence, 

TCP utilizes an acknowledgement packet (ACK) as a reaction to an effectively conveyed packet. ACKs are total [3]; 

each ACK shares the arrangement number of the following information octet expected to be gotten. If there should 

arise an occurrence of a lost packet, the next packet got will restore the ACK of the packet got preceding the loss, 

making the sender perceive two indistinguishable ACKs. These are called copy ACKs and are viewed as a sign of a 

packet loss. The two most regular TCP appropriations [4], TCP Tahoe and TCP Reno, have systems to make up for the 

productivity drop because of the congestion-related packet loss. These components are demonstrated to be effective in 

wired networks. Indeed, the two protocols were intended for wired networks as they were. Therefore, the main 

significant sort of packet loss the wired networks experience is thought to be brought about by network 
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congestion.Unexpected loss occurs less than 1% of the time. Thus, Tahoe and Reno decipher each loss as an indication 

of congestion and conjure the systems to control it [5]. 

Non-Congestion Packet Loss 

In wireless networks, the event of packet loss does not suggest congestion.The dependability of the wireless joins relies 

upon the states of the environment in which they are found and the articles (portable or fixed) that discourage signal 

spread. Two fundamental sorts of wireless non-congestion related loss can be distinguished. The first one is simply the 

arbitrary packet loss that shows through bit debasement. Such packets are disposed of by the switches, or the end has. 

The second sort of packet loss is the separation packet loss that happens when the portable host separates from the 

wireless organization [6]. 

 

This sort of packet loss is an attribute of infrastructured networks also, happens either when a versatile host turns out to 

be genuinely excessively far off from the base station or when it moves between two nearby wireless networks 

(handoff). Lamentably, both Tahoe and Reno can't address non-congestion loss also, will decipher such packet loss as 

an indication of congestion, setting off its cautious and traditionalist congestion control system[7]. 

III. DESIGN OF THE SIMULATIONS 

Simulation tests were partitioned by three changing organization boundaries: kind of wireless loss, all-out packet delay, 

and network congestion state.  

Type ofWireless Loss 

The conduct of the protocol is recreated under irregular packet loss and detachment loss. Recreation tests subjects the 

protocol to 0%, 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, 5%, and 10% irregular packet loss. Detachment loss subjects the protocol to a time of 

100% packet drop for the length of 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and 10 seconds. In random loss testing, the packets are dropped at a 

similar rate on every single wireless channel, while in the detachment testing the loss happens just on one wireless 

channel [8]. 

1. Total Packet Delay 

To test the behaviour of presented protocols in real-life networks, local area networks (LANs) and wide-area networks 

(WANs) environments were simulated. 

 

LAN Networks 

The simulation model of the LAN network as appeared in Figure 1 incorporates four hosts of which two fill in as 

routing gadgets, for example, base stations. The topology has two wireless LAN joins where wireless hosts are in 

nearness to the base station causing short propagation delay. The two base stations are associated using wired 

association of high bandwidth and low delay[9]. 

 

 Fig 1:LAN Network 
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WAN Networks 

The WAN model is somewhat more perplexing. A heterogeneous environment is focused on essentially portrayed by 

long generally delays. Subsequently, the topology is a blend of two wireless WAN connections (for example satellite 

connection)[10], one wired WAN connection, and one long-delay LAN connect as appeared in 2. 

 

Fig 2:WAN Network 

The LAN topology was simulated for 300 seconds in both irregular and detachment loss situations. The comparative 

rationale has been utilized for the reenactment of the WAN topology, yet, tests were 600 seconds in length [11]. 

Network Congestion State 

One focal point is to watch the capacity of the protocol to recognize congestion loss and wireless non-congestion loss. 

All tests were run under the accompanying three conditions: 

• No Congestion— The TCP protocol stream exists alone in the network. The stream never fills the line of the switch; 

subsequently, no packet is lost because of the network congestion. 

• UDP-based congestion —Running a single congestion flow in the network is a ridiculous situation. To test the 

conduct of the protocol in overcrowded conditions, a UDP stream was presented at a rate that takes 80% of the 

bandwidth of the bottlenecked connect. To add greater fluctuation to the recreation, a degree of randomization is added 

to the sending pace of the UDP stream. 

• TCP-based congestion— In this situation, every one of the seven protocols was run in concurrent flows. The entirety 

of the flows start simultaneously and battle about the accessible bandwidth. In such conditions, the congestion is 

imminent.This condition permitted to watch the forcefulness/cordiality character of the protocols. 

 
IV. RESULTS 

Behaviour Characteristics 

The best entertainers in most of the arbitrary loss tests in LANs were TCP Westwood and JTCP as appeared by the 

throughput results plotted in Figure 3. 
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Fig 3:Throughput under random loss in long UDP congested LAN 

 
There was little contrast in the overall conduct of the protocols between indistinguishable tests in LANs and WANs. 

Notwithstanding, while the inclinations are the equivalent, the protocols will in general show results nearer to one 

another. The predominance of TCP Westwood and JTCP turns out to be more obvious as the quantity of arbitrarily lost 

packets gets bigger; for example, the congestion windows expand as appeared in Figure 4. A similar arbitrary loss rate 

will drop fewer packets in WANs than in LANs because fewer packets are delivered into the network. In this way, 

while it is substantially more exorbitant to lose a packet in WAN, obviously all protocols display equivalent 

productivity in recouping from the loss of a moderately modest number of packets. 

 

Fig 4:Throughput under random loss in UDP congested WAN 

 

This logic is fortified by the consequences of TCP Westwood that does not proceed as astonishingly in WAN 

conditions as it does in LANs. 

 

Best Performing Protocols 

The results of the simulations do not show a clear winner among the protocols analyzed. With each tested environment 

having its set of unique attributes, it was expected that different protocols might be better suited to deal with varying 

conditions of the network. However, a clear gain from these results is a good idea of what protocols are dominant. 

Three of them stood out the most: JTCP, TCP Westwood, and TCP SACK. All three of these solutions are unique in 

their design, having relatively little in common with each other. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

The primary reason for this examination was to look at and break down the exhibition of the four as of late proposed 

TCP protocols enhanced for wireless networks, TCP Westwood/ Westwood+, TCP-Jersey, TCP Veno, and JTCP. The 

analysis was performed expecting irregular and detachment packet loss in wireless networks.No arrangement 

demonstrated predominant in all conditions, yet similar little gathering of protocols showed up on the head of the 

pioneer board in all recreations.TCP Westwood and JTCP beat their opposition under irregular packet loss in both burst 

and long stream testing with the acknowledgement that the exhibition of TCP Westwood was greatly improved in LAN 

than in WAN geographies. JTCP demonstrated a striking collection in all environments under both irregular and 

detachment packet loss yet indicated a critical drop in throughput when contending with other TCP flows. 
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